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To all uhom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, JosEPH. A. HUMM, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Elyria, in the county of Lorain and State 
of Ohio, have invented a certain new and 
useful Improvement in Sweepers, of which 
the following is a full, clear, and exact de scription. 
This invention relates to street cleaning 

apparatus and provideè, a device which will 
remove dirt and refuse from the surface 
upon whichit operates, and elevate and con 
vey the same to a receptacle, which may be 
a wagon, to which the cleaning device may 
be attached. ` ». | • 
Generally speaking, the invention com 

prises the elements and combinations thereof 
set forth in the accompanying claims. 
| Reference should be had to the accom panying drawings forming a part of this 
specification, in which 
, Figure 1is a side elevation with the cover 
partially removed; Fig. 2 is a top plan view 
with the cover removed; Fig. 3 is a central 
longitudinally vertical section of a portion 
of the device ; Fig. 4.is a plan partially in 
section showing a detail of construction and 
istaken upon the line 4–4 of Fig. 1. 
, 1 and 2 represent the side members of a 
frame whichat its forward endis joined by 
means of a cross member 3. At their rear 
ends, the members 1 and 2 are secured upon 

| an axle 4, upon which are mounted wheels 
5 and 6. At the forward end, the side mem 
bers 1 and 2 are mounted upon Wheels 7 and 
8, by means of ar ordinary construction, 
such as is present in all wagons, permitting 

| the front wheels to turn upon a central axis. 
Depending from the members 1 and 2 are 

vertical bars, one of which is represented at 
9, in Fig. 1, and the other represented at 10 
in Fig. 3. These bars at their lower ends 
are joined with the members 1 and 2 by 
means of bent braces 11 and 12. These 

ºbraces 11 and 12 extend slightly beyond the 
* bars 9. and 10, and upon their free ends 

there are pivoted members 13 and 14, which 
L term supports, as will be clearly seen in 
Figs. 1 and 2. These members 13 and 14 ex 
tend toward the rear of the device and upon 
these last mentioned members are mounted 
the opposite ends of a brush shaft 15, this 
shaft being mounted in suitable journal 
boxes, one of which is indicated at 17, the * manner of mounting being of no particular 
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inportance. Upon the shaft 15 is a brush 
generally indicated at 18 which may be of 
any desired construction, being stiff and 
strongenough to elevate such material as it 
may be required to act upon. 60 

Partially surrcunding the brush is a hood. , 
19, the same extending above the brush a 
sufficient distance to direct the material 
raised by the brush toward a conveyer which 
will laterbe described. Upon the outside of 
the hood is a receptacle or pocket 20 which 
is adaptêd to contain suitable material to 
place sufficient Weight upon the hood to hold 
it down, This hood is provided with ends 
indicated at 21, and these ends are pivoted 

: upon the brush shaft 15, the construction 
being such that the hood 19is 
able upon this shaft. 
Coöperating with the hood 19is a scraper 

22, the same being provided with substan 
tially vertical ends represented at 23, and 
these ends are pivotaly mounted upon the 
brush shaft 15 in such a manner that they 
are freely movable thereon. The scraper is 
provided With a sharpened edge in order 
that it may dislodge the material upon 
which the brush is intended to act. The 
scraper at its rear edge bears against the 
lower portion of the hood 19, by which it is 
firmly held in its position. 
Upon each of the members 13 and 14 is 

pivoted a lever 24 and 25, which at its lower 
end is bent at an angle to the main portion, 
and at the lower part of the bent portion 
are mounted Wheels 26 and 27. At their 
upper ends the levers 24 and 25 are pivotally 
secured to links 2S and 29, which extend to 
Ward the rear end of the device and are in 

freely mov 

turn secured to levers 30 and 31, which are 
respectively pivoted upon-the side : embers 
1 and 2. These levers 30 and 31 are pro 
vided with handles, and with locking pawls, 
which are of ordinary construction, so that 
the levers 30 and 31 may be held or located 
in any adjusted position. By the manipu 
lation of these levers, the position of the 
levers 24 and 25 may be varied, and thereby 
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the Wheels 26 and 27 may be moved with re 
spect to the pivoted side members 13 and 14 
and by so much the position of the brush 105 
With respect to the surface upon which it is , 
acting may be raised. This movement may 
be such as to raise or lower the brush, and 
further, inasmuch as the levers 30 and 31 
may be independently moved, it is possible 110 
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seated within a cºup shaped member 38 

another spring 40 which surrounds the shaft 

appear, may be operatively disconnected 
the motive power. 

: mits the apparatus to be drawn from place 
, cleaner brush and elevator. The clutch 

2 

to adjust the opposite ends of the brush 
independently ofeach other. Such an ad 
justinent is of great importance in cleaning ; 
streets, for it permits the ends of the brush : 
to be lowered, if the Street is not level, and | 
most streets alle not. !t should further be ; 
noted that the auxiliary fraphe which carries ; 
the brush has a certain latitude of movement, 
for it is not rigidly held and therefore it 
may accommodate itself to the lesser irregu 
larities of the surface upon which it oper 
ates. • * » : 

A Shaft 32 is mointed hear the opposite 
ends thereo† upon the horizontal portion oÉ 
the braces 11 and 12. Near opposite ends ; 
of this shaft there are mounted sprocket 
Wheels 33 and 34 which upon their outer 
faces are provided with clutch teeth. Upon 
the same shaft 32 at the opposite ends there 
of, but unSecured to the shaft, are spl’ocket 
Wheels, 35 and 36 which are also provided | 
With clutch teeth upon their inner faces that ; 
coöperate With the clutch teeth upon the 
sprocket Wheels 33 and 34. These sprocket 
wheels 35 and 36 are held in engage 
ment with the sprocket wheels 33 and 34 by ; 
means of Springs, one of said springs 37 be 
ing shown in Fig. 4. The spring 37 is 
which is held in place by a nut 39 that may 
be locked in position. » » 
Between the sprocket, wheels 33 and 35 is 

32. This spring tends to push the two. 
sprocket. Wheels apart, but is Weaker than 
the spring 37, and therefore normally is in 
operative. However, if the nut 39 be ! 
loosened so as to relieve the tension of the 
spring 37, the Spring 40 will immediately 
act and push the sprockets 33 and 35 apart, 
thereby destroying their driving relation 
ship. This construction just described is 
duplicated with respect to sprocket wheels 
34 and 36. From this it will be apparent 
that when desired, the brush, as will later 
from the wheels of the device which furnish : 

This construction per 
to place without necessarily operating the 
mechanism between the sprockets 33 and 35 
and the sprockets upon the opposite side of 
the shaft permits the apparatus to turn 
corners without strain upon the mechanism. 
Each of the wheels 5 and 6 carry an annu 

lar sprocket wheel 41 and 42. The sprocket. 
wheel 41 is operatively connected with the 
sprocket wheel 35 by means of a Sprocket 
chain 43, while the sprocket Wheels 42 and 
36 are similarly connected by a chain 44. 
Upon the opposite ends of the brushshaft 

15 are sprocket wheels 46 and 47, which by 
means of Sprocket chains 48 8nd 49, are op 

ratus may be 
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and 34. By means of these connections, the 
motion of the wheels 5 and 6 produces ro 
tation of the brush 18. 
At the forward end of the device is an elle 

vator which in this instance is of the endless 
bucket variety, which is adapted to convey 
material supplied thereto by the brush, into 
any suitable receptacle. This elevator is 
formed with side pieces 50 and 51 which at 
their inner ends are pivoted upon the shaft 
32. At their opposite ends, the members 
30 and 51 are joined by means of a rod 52. 
Extending between the side pieces 50 and 
51 is a partition 53 which prevents any ma 
terial Spiling from the buckets from falling 
through. This partition or floor. 53 is in 
close proximity to the lower portions of the 
buckets and any material which collects 
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upon this floor is carried along by engage-. : 
ment With the buckets and depositéd in the 
proper receptacle. N 
Near the opposite ends of the rod 5° are 

Sprocket Wheels 54 and 55 which are loosel 
| mounted upon the rod 52. Upon the shaft 
32 are secured the sprocket wheels 56 and 
à? which sprocket Wheels are adapted to 
turn with the shaft 32. Passing over the : 
Sprocket Wheels ö+ and 56, as well as the 
sprocket, wheels 55 and 57, are sprocket 
chains 58 and 59, and extending between the 
Sprocket chains 58 and 59 are a series of 
buckets indicated at 60, which operate in a 
manner easily to be understood. At its 
lower or inner end, this bucket conveyer is 
placed sufficiently close to the brush so that 
the material raised by the brush will be de 
flected by the hood 19 upon the conveyer,— 
this material finding lodgment in the 
buckets, and as beforestated, such material : 
as falls between the buckets will be carried 
along by engagement with the buckets and 
deposited in the receptacle. 
Any suitable receptacle may be provided 

to receive the material from the conveyer, 
but it is the intention to use this device in 
connection with a Wagon, and to so place 
the conveyer that the material carried there 
by Will be deposited in the wagon, as is indi 
cated in Fig. 1. With this in view, the axle 
for the front wheels of the cleaning appa 

rovided with a tongue 61 
which may be fastened in any desired man 
ner, as indicated at 62 in Fig.1. 
The conveying mechanism as a whole may 

be moved with respect to the frame of the 
cleaning device about the shaft 32 as a pivot, 
and the elevating device will be held in po 
sition by means of pins, one of whichis 
shown at 63 which may engage in various 
openings formed in the sides 50 and 51 
and the members 1 and 2. 
At the rear end of the apparatus, a plat 

| forin {}{3 is 3upported from the side members 
:tical hangers 67 and i. 3:ci ?, by méans of v 
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erative); connected with the Sprockets 33 } {38, às represented in Jºigs. 1 and 3. Upon 130 
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this platfor the attendant of the device 
nlaystand and manipulate the levers 30 and 
31 as necessalºy. 

lt is often desirable to lift and j'etain the 
brush out of contact with the st l’eet. es 
pecially when the device is being taken from 
place to place. Therefore, I provide mens 
upon the vertical pieces (57 and (58 by Which 
the members 13 and 14 of the auxilialy 
frame may be secured in l'aised position. 
The simples form of such means may be 
lpins, one of which is shown at ($) in et lgaigº 
nnent with an (opening in membº" (5$. Il e 
support 13 alay be raised to l'est pon the 
pin69; thé : same construction will be pro 
vided upon) the opposite si de of the device, 
and in this manner the Supp() lºts for the 
brush and therefore the bl'ush may lJe l'aised 
and hell. It is possible to l'aise the brush 
off of the surface to be cleaned by the levers 
30 and 31, but for soule purposes I prefer 
the construction just set forth. 
A cover 70 is provided which is supported 

upºn the side members 1 and 2 of the fraphe 
and covers the parts of the de vice which 
lmight throw dust. The conveyer extends 
through an opening in this cover and, if nec 
essary, an auxiliary hood may be provi(led 
which will als() serve to di l'ect, the material 
being discharged into the receptacle. 
lJavingthus described my invention, What 

! claim is: X » 

1. ! il a device of the characte l' (l'escribed. 
the combination with a frame, wheels pon 
which said franne is mounted, a plat form 
supported by the franle upon wlbich the op. 
el'ator of the device may stand, operating 
hand levers pivoted upon the fl'anne adjacent 
to Said platform, supports pivotaily carried 
by Said frame, a rotatable brush journaled 
upon Said supports, Wheels beneatli said 
supports, means adjustably mounting the 
supports upon the Wheels, connections be 
tween said adji stable ime: ils and said hand 
lever's wherely the Wheels may be a dit Iºte? ! 
relative to the supports from the operator": 
platform, and operative collections between 
one of the wheels »on the fraine and sa id 
brush to operate the salºne. 

2. In a device of the cha l'acter described, 
the combination with a fraine. Wheels upon 
which said frame is ins) intet), a plat form 
supported by the frame poin which the otº 
erator of the de vice Hay stant !, operating 
hand levers pivoted upon the frame adja 
cent to Said platfort), supports pivotally 
’arried by the Said frame, pivote d levers 
carried by the supports, vhich le vers are op 
eratively connected with the operating hand 
levers, wheels adapted to travel upon the 

8 

sane surface as the brush, Said Wheels being 
arried by the pivoted levers, à l'otatable 
brush mounted upon Said supports, a con 
veyer mounted in the frame and adapted to 
receive material swept by the bl'ush, aln op 
erative connection between one of the Wheels 
upon the frame, the brush and the conveyer, 
whereby the brush and convºyer are oper 
ated. 

3. In a device of the cha l'acter described, 
(le combination with a fl'anne and Wheels 
upon which said fl'anne is mounted, hangers 
1epending from the fin's Jentionel fraine, 
sul): ports hingedly seculed at one of their 
ends to the hangers, a bl'ush, the opposite 
ends of which are mounted upon the scip 
lports, le vers pivot ed upon the supports, 
wheels carried at the lower ends of the sai(l 
levers and adapted to contact the surface 
poin which the bl'ush is operating, leans 

for independently 11) ovi!1g the said le vers 
and holding them in a dj sted position, and 
means for rotating said brush. 

4. Il a de vice ()f the character described, 
the combination with a frame and wheels 
tapon which said fl'ame is nounted, of sup 
ports pivotally carried by the first mentioned 
frai...e, the supports being independently 
movable, a brush ha ving the oppi):site ends 
the l'eof no Inte !pon the supports, levers 
pivot ed upon the side members of the aux 
iliary frame, wheels mounted at the lower 
end of Said levers, a platfolm mounted upon 
the first nientioned franie, hand le vers 
mointe{{u}}{n the first nuentioned frame al 
jacent said platforn), operative c 11 nections 
!between the s: i«l h:1} () level's and the level's 
|»ivot e( ; ) on the si les of the auxilialy 
frame, wherelby the said ie vers nay be inde 
pendently adjusted, and means for rotating 
the said brush. 

5. !» a device of the character described, 
the combination with a fl'anne an«| wheels 
|||boh which the saict fraine is mounted, of 
supports pivot ally carrict! by the first Janen 
tioheal frame, a rot at:able brush carried by 
the Spports. an elevato" supported by the 
fraine, one end of the sa le being in proxijn 
ity to the brush, a shield partially sur round 
ing the said bl'ush and (lirecting the material 
l'aise (l by the bris) : pon the said elevator, 
and a scraper supported by the auxilialy 
fl'anne and adapted to engage the surface 
}|bon which the brush is operating. 

in testimeny whereo?, I hereunto a?lix uny 
signature in the presence of two witnesses. 

J()SI: l’II A. Il JMM. 
Witnesses : 

lºr:ITz IR DIN, 
l' Erics.A ()’II Eur N. 
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